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“Bridge and Cape”
Photo by Graham Paterson.

Unfortunately, our planned trip to San
Remo was cancelled due to the very hot
weather. However, one member
managed to brave the heat and took
some interesting photos of the area as
you can see by the two samples at the
top. This is the 2nd time we have had to
postpone this trip & our timetable is quite
full over the next couple of months, so
the club is not able to plan a Sans Remo
trip in the near future. However, perhaps
some members might try independently
to get to San Remo because there is a
wide scope in that area, for stretching the
imagination and taking quite unique
photos. A good example is Graham’s
photo “Early Settlers”

CHALLENGE FOR THIS MONTH SILHOUETTES. Refer to Bronwyn’s
photo in last month’s Newsletter. A
Silhouette is achieved by, “photographing
a subject in outline, by shooting a dark
object against a light back-ground.” From
the Glossary of “Photography The
Professional Touch”. Go on Google re.
Digital photography school. Silhouettes.

“Early Settlers” by Graham Paterson
THE BCAS EASTER EXHIBITION - I hope you
have all received your BassArts Newsletter in
which you will find entry forms for exhibiting
Paintings and Photography. Because of the
limited space, we have to be rigid about the
number of entries and size of photo. Three
entries per member. Size of photo to be no
more than 18x13cms. Any subject. We have
two Categories this year –a) Traditional
(minimal adjustments) and b) Contemporary
(where part or whole is digitally manipulated)
we can discuss this further at our March 21st
meeting.
On Sat.21st March we have Canson Art &
Photographic materials demonstration. This
will be very interesting and will bring us up to
date with the latest photographic materials.
Following this, we have our usual show & tell
followed by discussion re. The Photo section
of the BCAS Easter Show. Graham has given
us an idea for a photo trip. This is a boat trip
starting from San Remo and going around
Cape Woolamai and back under the bridge.
The cost would be $20 for 20 people. If there
is enough interest, Graham will arrange for us
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